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0 of 0 review helpful False Super Jew By David Leffring Too much Super Jew and not enough Real Jew Even though 
I m Jewish that bothers me Holocaust shouldn t be trivialized with James Bond stuff I think Rosenbaum could write a 
serious novel that includes Holocaust and other Jewish themes He s probably smart and talented enough to do that 
This effort wasn t that novel 0 of 0 review helpful In the seamy atmosphere of Miami Beach s Collins Avenue Mila 
Katz a streaky card shark and confidante of mobsters lives by the wits with which she has survived the Holocaust 
Second Hand Smoke is the story of Mila s sons Issac and Duncan the one secretly abandoned in Poland and the other 
American born raised as an avenging Nazi hunter poisoned with rage Told in bursts of fractured realism and dark 
comedy Second Hand Smoke is a postmodern com It is obvious from practically the first page of Second Hand Smoke 
that Thane Rosenbaum has not written a typical Holocaust novel Consider for example the name of his protagonist 
Duncan Katz What kind of a name is that for a Jewish boy an 
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rosenbaums debut novel is again like his earlier collection of stories elijah visible 
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get this from a library second hand smoke a novel patty friedmann toxic jerusha baileys husband has died and her 
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wealth of new evidence on the health effects of exposure to second hand tobacco smoke  review richard lourie the new 
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